
EYELINER TATTOO
advanced
training

TRAINER: Dasha, Senior Cosmetic Tattoo Artist. Dasha has worked in the paramedic and cosmetic tattoo 

industry since 2010.

Class  One-on-one Training 

Duration options 1 day (4 to 5 hours)
2 days (day 1: 4-5 hours, day 2: 2-3 hours)

Entry requirements Proof of cosmetic tattooing qualifications.
For machine-trained artists that have worked in the 
industry for at least 1 year.
Currently active in the cosmetic industry
If your experience is limited to brow tattooing you can book 
only the advanced brow course. To learn other techniques, 
consider beginner courses.

Venue The training can be conducted at Dasha's studio in 

Christchurch, or, for maximum convenience, at your own 

workplace.

Enrolment deposit NZD $1`000(GST inclusive)

 The deposit is strictly non-refundable and non-transferable.

Full cost One day NZD 3`000 (GST inclusive)

Two days NZD 4`000 (GST inclusive)

The remaining balance is due 30 days prior to the advance 

training start date.

Overview



Training Tasks

One Day Training  Consultation Have all your questions about lip tattoos ready!

Live model Please note that you will need to invite your own 
practice model, who may or may not have a 
cosmetic tattoo.

Recommendations My goal is not to impose my own style, but to 
empower you to elevate your existing method by 
analyzing your hand speed, temperament, and 
aesthetic vision. You’ll receive personalized 
guidance on optimizing your workspace, working 
position, and technique itself.

Certificate

Two Days Training

Day 2 of the training is 

scheduled within 8 weeks 

following your Day 1 

advanced course.

Consultation I'm happy to answer any questions you might have 
about lip tattoos.

Live model touch-up session for your model from day 1 
training

Recommendations Your healed work will show what to focus on next, 
and I'll provide tailored advice to help you perfect 
your technique and reach your full potential.
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